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when we went through the transformation of transitioning out of the old oracle database network (odn) to the new oracle service bus (osb) infrastructure for oracle fusion applications, we had a 2.5 year transformation process. an important part of this transformation was a complete rewrite of part of the oracle net services
(ons) systems that sit on top of odn. while odn was a very successful product, it was getting to the end of its lifespan. odn was known to have performance issues, and its complexity meant making changes to it required a careful and lengthy review and approval process. in contrast, the osb infrastructure had a new

architecture based on having been first demonstrated in 2012, and was in beta when we were announced that we would move there. the new osb platform allowed us to bring in new technologies, and the work was extremely exciting. we launched the osb platform in late 2013, and started looking at the new technologies we
could add on top of the platform. it was exciting to see how we could leverage the new architecture to better model all of the services that our customers would want. while we developed and tested the new functionality, we worked hard on the osb platform. but during this time, the arrival of the osb architectural changes was
welcomed, but not expected. rather than a 10-year project, we all thought it would take 3 to 5 years to hit the milestone that we announced it would be available in. by the time the last piece of the osb infrastructure was in production on 01/05/2016, i had been introduced to the new features in the release. while it had been a

process, the process itself was a lot of fun and some of the most rewarding experiences ive had in my career. this was a great opportunity for us to bring new capabilities to the customers, and i was hopeful that they would be a success.
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we mentioned that the game makes use of the hand-tracking tool of the playstation vr, and the original the climb did this as well. the vr game mode lets you explore all of the immersive aspects of climbing without leaving the comfort of your home. but the vr mode isnt the only way that you can climb in the climb 2. you can
also use the original the climb game controllers to climb. this makes climbing in vr even more immersive, because when you climb on the real wall, youre looking at the same wall as if you were actually looking down at it in real life. theres one thing that i think could be a bit improved on the the climb 2 game. as i said earlier,
the original game was a lot of fun, but the climbing was a little simple. the first game also only had one climber, which added a little something to the puzzle. but for the climb 2, cryteks added a second climber to the mix. in the demo version of the game, the second climber is pretty simple, but the climber has two different
climbing styles. he can choose to use the traditional style of climbing where he climbs without using the ropes, or he can choose to use the sport climbing style of climbing where he climbs with the ropes. both styles give you a slightly different experience, but only if you choose to use them. while it would have been great if

cryteks added another climber to the mix, instead of just a different style of climbing, we can only be thankful that they added a second climber. we can at least use the second climber to our advantage, and it makes the game more interesting. 5ec8ef588b
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